Yogananda Mentioned Something Important

The Guru of Yogananda's Guru, Lahiri Mahasaya, wrote something about the Jesuits, which if you study their history they don't even hide their Jewishness, it was all tribe from the start, and the Jews run the Catholic Church. So Guru Lahiri Mahasaya wrote that the Jesuits had spent decades and vast sums of money crossing India and removing all the spiritual knowledge from Hinduism, removing all the Tantras, which are the textbooks on spiritual knowledge. And what they didn't fully remove was corrupted, to the point one had to either already have a personal family library with these texts in them, or had to find someone who already knew this knowledge and would teach you. That is how obsessive the Jews are in removing this knowledge from the Gentiles. And they have been creating organizations for centuries to do this and grab power over Gentiles. Note the Jesuits use the KABALA. Their Jewish founder was a practicing Kabbalist. All the Jesuit occult exercises are from the Kabala.

Yogananda's own Guru, Sri Yukteswar, stated that the enemy had been so efficient at removing the knowledge of the Light Body, which is what Yoga is, that they had to create a system where they practice ten to sixteen hours a day straight because the knowledge they have left is so limited. And even then it might take several or more life times to obtain this goal if they're lucky. The fact is that Jews, whose whole occult system is about binding Gentiles with the Kabala, have been creating societies such as the different New Age groups and corrupting spiritual information even all the way to the Far East. What does that tell you? Notice how un-spirituality advanced Hinduism is today.
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